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An American “Garden” in an Oriental “Desert”: The
Modernity of Timber at the Syrian Protestant College
of Beirut

Yasmina El Chami

University of Cambridge

ABSTRACT

This paper explores the role of timber in articulating a modern
American project in nineteenth-century Lebanon. It focuses on
the architecture of the Syrian Protestant College in Beirut, an edu-
cational institution founded by American missionaries of the
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions in 1866.
The paper examines the evolving role of timber within this for-
eign missionary project—deployed in multiple forms and scales—
and traces the shifting values ascribed to its use. I argue that the
missionaries used timber to elaborate specific relationships
towards students and the city, reflecting cultural, racial, and reli-
gious notions of superiority, carving out an American “garden” in
the “wilderness” of Ras Beirut. I analyze these theological aims
and their practical application through the conceptual lens of
Edward Said’s “modern Orientalism”. The deployment of timber as
a claim-making and space-making device frames the construction
of the Syrian Protestant College as a modern, imperial project.
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Introduction

In his landmark study, Wilderness and Paradise in Christian Thought, Church historian

George H. Williams begins with the following anecdote:

A certain Presbyterian minister, who had come recently into Illinois, later recalled the
following incident. Making his way over the lonely prairies, interspersed here and there
with patches of timber, he was arrested by the sound of an ax. Upon observing a
woodman near by, he called to him, “What are you doing here, stranger?” “I am
building a theological seminary,” was the reply. “What, in these barrens?” “Yes,”
responded the woodman, “I am planting the seed.” The planter in the wilderness was
[the Baptist missionary] John M. Peck. A seminary is a seedbed or garden for the
nurture of the clergy.1

For Williams, this anecdote illustrated the centrality of the “wilderness motif,” or

the “impulse to plant a seminary in the barrens, a garden in the wilderness,” in
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Christian history, exceeding the significance of the “frontier” in both American history

and Church history in general.2 For the purposes of this paper, the episode suggests

this and much more: the role of missionaries in the advancement of the American

“frontier”; the expansionist impulse in Protestant theology and thought; but also the

complex role of timber, acting simultaneously as the natural setting within which the

garden is built, and the material with which the missionary-turned-woodman fashions

its structure. Thus, the garden is constructed out of the very wilderness it aims to tame,

which it ultimately destroys. This paper explores these themes in a setting deeply

entangled with the history of Christianity and of America, although geographically

far removed.3

The site of this exploration is the Syrian Protestant College (SPC), an educational

institution founded by American missionaries of the American Board of

Commissioners for Foreign Missions (ABCFM) in 1866, in a growing periphery of the

Ottoman Empire, the city of Beirut. However, unlike the case of John Peck, the tools

with which the missionaries developed the forty-five acres of the campus were more

complex. They harnessed overlapping religious, industrial, commercial, and imperial

networks to raise funds, source materials, and ship them across the ocean to the port

of Beirut.

In this paper, I examine the significant and evolving role of timber—deployed in

multiple forms and scales—within this foreign missionary project, and trace the shift-

ing values and meanings ascribed to its use. Relying on primary documents sourced in

the archives of the ABCFM at Harvard University and of the SPC at the American

University of Beirut, and especially on a set of unstudied private letters exchanged

between the two founders of the College, I uncover the complex considerations and

imaginings that guided the missionaries in the construction of the SPC, and which

extended far beyond their outwardly benevolent educational aims.4 I argue that the

missionaries used timber to elaborate specific relationships toward the students, the

locals, and the city, reflecting cultural, racial, and religious notions of superiority, thus

carving out an American “garden” in the “wilderness” of Ras Beirut (fig. 1).

I analyze these theological aims, and their practical application, through the concep-

tual lens of “modern Orientalism,” defined by Edward Said as the moment in which

“orientalism had transformed from discourse to imperial institution.”5 During this

nineteenth-century transitional period, the Orient ceased to be solely a Romantic

“domain of study,” but became a site of conquest, to be “managed and administered by

institutions” and through scientific techniques. In other words, it was reconstructed as

the site for a “scientific, modern project.”6

Although the missionaries of the SPC relied heavily on the scientific infrastructures

of modern imperialism to construct their project, they did not fit comfortably within

histories of empire, nor of colonial architecture. Unlike Anglican missions in British

colonies or the French Church in Algeria, in Syria the American missionaries

“proselytized without a colonial apparatus,” and thus held little authority.7 Predating

the establishment of American diplomatic relationships with the Ottoman Empire,

their task was to convert the mixed local population in the midst of strong opposition,

from both the Jesuit-backed local Maronite Christian Church that controlled Mount

Lebanon, and the Ottoman government ruling the wider region, with the limited
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diplomatic support of the British.8 Moreover, in contrast to older, more established

European imperial powers active in the Levant, the nascent American nation had nei-

ther a defined national or religious architectural style, nor definite meanings associated

with it.9 While the question of “assimilation” versus “imposition” of architectural

models and styles was an issue that concerned all missions to varying degrees, it was

thus additionally complicated for the Americans, whose various revival and collegiate

styles had been derived from Europe.10 Instead, as I show, the missionaries relied on

their scientific knowledge and industrial expertise to elaborate claims of cultural and

moral superiority. These claims were reflected in their use of timber, articulated

through structure, interior detailing, and, finally, in a monumental architec-

tural expression.

Timber, Between Divine Destiny and Material Resource

Timber holds an ambiguous position within Lebanon’s history and architectural cul-

ture. The cedars of Mount Lebanon, as mentioned in the Bible, had once been a highly

prized resource in Phoenicia, and central to most of the ancient sea-faring civilizations

that had inhabited the broad crescent stretching from North Africa to the Black Sea.11

Yet, by the eleventh century, the substantial reliance on Mount Lebanon’s tall coni-

fers—cedar, fir, and pine—had led to wide deforestation. In part due to the wide avail-

ability of limestone and sandstone deposits in Mount Lebanon, but also as a natural

extension of Phoenician, Roman, and Byzantine building traditions, during the

Ottoman period this region developed a hybrid architectural type specific to its moun-

tainous agricultural landscape. Here, houses were constructed of loadbearing stone

Figure 1. Main Building and site of the Syrian Protestant College. Courtesy of the American
University of Beirut Libraries & Special Collection, Blatchford Photograph Collection.
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walls, with flat roofs of earth and lime held by a sub-structure of “wood from a culti-

vated tree.”12 This hybrid architecture would evolve into more sophisticated urban

types once transposed into the rapidly urbanizing Beirut in the second half of the nine-

teenth century.13 Still, unlike other parts of the Ottoman Empire which had access to

the forests surrounding the Black Sea, Beirut and Mount Lebanon never elaborated a

timber-based architectural culture.14

Nevertheless, the cedars of Mount Lebanon remained central to orientalist and

eschatological depictions of the Holy Land.15 For the American missionaries, this was

not an unknown, mysterious Orient, but the original birthplace of Christianity. Now

inhabited by “nominal Christians” and Muslims, “darkness” and moral stagnation had

transformed Mount Lebanon’s sacred wilderness into a “desert.”16 As Williams notes,

“the young seminarians of New England felt especially drawn to the (Muslim) desert of

Lebanon, which Isaiah 35:1ff. had promised would one day be given (to Christ) and

blossom as a rose.”17 It was perhaps natural, then, that these emissaries of God would

choose to revive and repopulate this “desert” with their own timber, to recover the wil-

derness out of which the eternal garden would be created. However, timber held add-

itional practical, economic, and cultural values for the American missionaries.

As noted by Fiske Kimball, timber was significant for North American architectural

culture more generally, as it had been instrumental in the settlement of the early

Puritan colonies.18 In the colonial architecture of New England, timber had been

used not only for its availability, but also as the extension of English traditions,

even when stone was available.19 On a theological level, the forests of North America

had represented a providential wilderness, which the Puritans had successfully

passed through during their exile and from which they had grown their new settle-

ments.20 Paradoxically, this role of timber in the growth of New England led to the

slow depletion of its forests, resulting in a constant need for southern and western

expansion.21

Although iron would supersede timber’s structural importance from the mid-nine-

teenth century onwards, timber remained an important industry as well as a prime

material export.22 In New England especially, timber underpinned both industrial pros-

perity and the settler population’s high standards of living. Importantly, technical and

economic advancements were not perceived as distinct from religious and cultural

claims; rather, they acquired an additional value within the American missionaries’

view of their civilization and faith. The industrial wealth of the nation was used by

ABCFM leaders and proponents of missions to “reinforce the theme of special obliga-

tion and to underline the connection between godliness and a happy, successful civi-

lization.”23 By the early nineteenth century, millennial Protestant thought had

consolidated the notion that “America (read: New England) was providentially favored

to carry the gospel overseas,” because “no nation [had] ever experienced the blessings

of the Christian religion more evidently and uniformly.”24 For the leaders of this “New

Divinity,” timber was thus simultaneously infused with industrial, economic, and cul-

tural dimensions; it signified the environmental character of the territory as well as its

religious destiny and corporate trajectory. More importantly, these perceived notions

of industrial and religious superiority had fused together to constitute the basis for

both “home” and overseas missionary expansion. As scholars of American history and
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missions have shown, these endeavors would highlight the limits of Christian univer-

salism, and eventually consolidate Anglo-American ideas of racial difference.25

Timber as Economic and Structural Material

The American missionaries had been present in Beirut and its vicinity since 1823, but

their first half-century of work had borne little fruit.26 In contrast to older European

missions, such as those of the Jesuits or the Moravians, which had elaborated complex

settlement types by the nineteenth century, the ABCFM’s strategy advocated minimal

spatial and financial investment.27 This was the result of a policy which viewed the

ultimate goal of the mission as that of raising “native churches,” after which it would

have to retreat.28 The Syria Mission voted in 1862 to establish a “Protestant collegiate

institute” that would focus less on proselytism and more on the provision of educa-

tion.29 This decision was therefore a dual departure. It was conceived as much as a civi-

lizational endeavor as a permanent settlement project, and necessitated a formal

separation from the ABCFM. In this new project, the missionaries were no longer

operating simply as a religious mission; their new organizational structure reflected the

social reality of an increasingly industrialized America and its growing corporations.30

The Syrian Protestant College was incorporated in New York through the help of a

wealthy and important member of the ABCFM, William E. Dodge, a partner at Phelps,

Dodge & Co. (PDCo), one of America’s largest import-export firms in that period. 31

In addition to its extensive manufacturing, mining, and railroad operations, PDCo had

invested in large tracts of lumber in Pennsylvania from the early 1830s, later acquiring

forests in Canada’s Georgian Bay region as well as in parts of Georgia.32 William

Dodge and his son, Rev. David Stuart Dodge, became important patrons of the

College, with the father sitting on the new Board of Trustees and the son acting as

Treasurer of the Executive Board. Stuart Dodge (henceforth Dodge) became a close

partner of the SPC’s President, Rev. Daniel Bliss, corresponding regularly on all aspects

related to the construction and running of the College.33

As evidenced by the construction process of the first buildings, Dodge found it

opportune to use the material and industrial assets of his family. Dodge harnessed both

the American side of the business and its sister company in Liverpool, Phelps, James &

Co., to ship material for the SPC. Iron and timber beams, window frames, furniture,

and other necessities were thus sourced, manufactured, and shipped through PDCo’s

existing trade infrastructure.34 This generated economic advantages for both the SPC

and the corporation. While the College, as a charitable foundation, was exempt from

import taxation, PDCo profited from this expanded field of operations.35 The financing

of materials and construction work was through the SPC’s endowment and donations,

secured from charitable Protestant circles in the United States and England, suggesting

that Dodge and his family’s philanthropic and business activities ultimately fed into

each other.36 Nevertheless, the cost of importing timber and other materials, coupled

with the wide availability of stone in the region, resulted in hybrid constructions.

In the first Main Building, completed in 1873, the primary aim was to construct a

structurally sound and durable building in order to establish a secure foundation in the

city.37 In this early period, the founders’ views on architecture echoed the nascent state
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of American architecture, still transitioning as it was from a technical craft into a more

elaborate disciplinary culture.38 The missionaries viewed the early buildings as experi-

ments in efficiency and propriety, rather than as coherent architectural projects. Still,

Dodge believed that the building needed to reflect in some way the “native” architec-

ture, as this “would be more popular and pleasing to the scholars” whom they hoped

to attract to the College.39 Despite this utilitarian and conciliatory outlook, the final

building betrayed the assumed superiority of the missionaries and their unwillingness

to comprehend local building traditions.

Plans for the Main Building were drafted by George B. Post, a New York architect

who had initially trained as an engineer, and the cousin of one of the missionaries

teaching in the SPC.40 Post proposed a large tripartite structure, organized as a shallow

U-shape, whose western and central volumes included a library, recitation, and sleep-

ing rooms, while the eastern volume housed the chapel. The structure consisted of

external sandstone walls combined with an imported framework of iron beams and

timber planks that formed the slabs of each story. Large oak beams and pine rafters

comprised the sub-structure of the red-tiled hipped roof. In contrast to the coherent

internal structure of the building, the exterior displayed a more eclectic approach. It

followed primarily a restrained Italianate style, with a campanile-like tower at the north

façade articulating the junction of the central volume with the chapel. But this north

façade also incorporated two arcaded walkways on the ground and first levels, con-

structed as a series of traditional Levantine stone arches resting on thin marble col-

umns in a repetitive triple-arch motif (fig. 2).

Far from reflecting a collaboration between the missionaries and the local builders—

as understood by some historians—the arches were a deliberate addition made by the

two founders, in an attempt to render the building outwardly “native.”41 As the letters

reveal, Post’s plans, donated free of charge, had been freely adapted and modified on

site by Dodge and Bliss.42 Yet this hybridity was not reflective of a true understanding

of local building culture; rather, it was simply a device meant to pacify the suspicions

of both local parents and the Ottoman government. Ralph Ghoche has argued that, in

the case of the Christianization of the Ketchaoua Mosque of Algiers, the French

Church’s seemingly conciliatory gestures of stylistic assimilation and hybridity were in

fact “a clandestine measure to destroy Algerian religious identity.” In the context of

Beirut, the process of assimilating and re-constructing local architectural elements

reflected a similar expression of “mastery and control over the [local] culture.”43 Here,

the pointed arch, the primary basis of structure in stone architecture, and a central

marker of local types, was reduced to an ornamental addition on the exterior of the

building. The arches were intentional, but they were “not absolutely necessary.”44

Meanwhile, the imported technology of the Americans became the structural basis of

the building. The appropriation of the arch and its re-construction as an ornament was

thus a double operation. Firstly, it implied that the missionaries had understood local

architectural culture; secondly, it degraded it by positioning it as structurally inferior to

their own. This double operation constituted the first step in the reconstruction of the

campus as an American environment.

While they recognized that their completed building was “unshapely,” Dodge

believed that “to think of spending another cent in such a country as Syria just for the
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sake of appearances would be downright folly.”45 The primary goal had been to achieve

sound structures with minimal means. Despite their reductive views on architecture,

the missionaries still perceived their imported materials and construction knowledge as

superior to local building traditions. Thus, although timber did not hold an expressive

function in this first building, its structural and economic value—together with iron—

constituted the scientific basis on which claims of superiority were articulated.

Timber as Racial and Cultural Marker

The next two buildings constructed on campus, in 1878–79 and 1889–91, reflected bet-

ter-defined architectural aspirations, and a clearer reliance on timber in articulating

reconsidered social, esthetic, and cultural aims. The secure establishment of the SPC in

its site and projected growth of the campus raised questions regarding its internal

organization, echoing what Ann Laura Stoler has called “the racialized politics of classi-

fication” in colonial settings. As Stoler has argued, the careful delineation of “domains

of the intimate” was crucial to the making of “distinctions between ruler and ruled.”46

Here, such distinctions between American professors and local students were exempli-

fied in the construction of a house for the president, again through the deliberate use

of timber. Built to allow Daniel Bliss’s wife and children to return to Syria and join the

president, the house also disclosed other central questions within the missionary

Figure 2. Main Building of 1873. Courtesy of the Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs
Division, Matson Photograph Collection, LC-DIG-matpc-02836.
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project. Derek Chang has shown how, in evangelical “home” missions, the work of

women was crucial in shaping ideas of domestic respectability, and in delineating the

evangelical Christian home both as a “the moral center of society” and as distinct to

other, “foreign” cultures of domesticity.47 The importance of the president’s home

within the overall campus and its design process evidenced a similar application of

these discursive distinctions in overseas missions.

Named Marquand House after its main patron, Frederick Marquand—a wealthy

New York merchant—the president’s house was designed through a series of informal

consultations between Dodge and Bliss’ wife, Abby, before being drawn more precisely

by an acquaintance of the missionaries, the architect J. Cleveland Cady.48 In its exter-

ior, the house adapted local sandstone to a plain Colonial Revival style, incorporating

an arcaded porch constructed out of five stone arches and wooden shutters adorning

rectangular sash windows, achieving an ambiguous result (fig. 3).

By contrast, the interior reflected a completely American domestic setting.

Stretching over two connected floors, its internal organization followed neither the cen-

trality of local types, nor the typical distribution of public and private areas. The lower

floor included public areas to be used by faculty, as well as the president’s family,

including a dining hall, study, parlor, kitchen and services, as well as a guest bedroom.

The second floor was dedicated to the private needs of the family and included five

“family bedrooms” and two for the servants.49 Besides these differences in spatial

organization, the house was also clearly differentiated from local types in its heavy use

of timber in the articulation of the interior. The main internal staircase—itself a novel

Figure 3. Marquand House, 1879. Courtesy of the American University of Beirut Libraries & Special
Collection, Blatchford Photograph Collection.
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addition—was built of “hard pine and black walnut newel,” with rails and balusters of

the same wood.50 The floor, both in structure and finish, was made of beams and

boards in pitch pine.51 Although Dodge initially thought skirting boards would be

unnecessary, they were eventually included in the design, as “in a private house [they]

may require such finish.” This American interior was complete with “wooden shelving,

pantries, outside blinds, sashes and doors, window frames and jambs,” all shipped from

the United States in thirty boxes, for a total cost of around US$2,000. Dodge had con-

sidered the construction of the “simple Porch in front” in timber, questioning whether

“[their] carpenters in Syria [could] do such work.” It would “cost $75 here and be

bulky even in pieces.”52 Eventually, this element was constructed in stone, indicating

that the missionaries were neither convinced of the quality of local craftsmanship nor

too concerned with the exterior coherence of the building.

It is clear that the decision to furnish and finish the interior in such luxurious mate-

rials, primarily in solid wood, and to take on the expense of substantial amounts of

shipment for specific elements, was perceived as necessary for the moral integrity of

the president’s family and its stature (fig. 4). Additionally, the house was enclosed on

three of its sides, turning away from the rest of the campus, with its only open façade

turned to the sea. The space of the home was thus conceived to be clearly separate, dis-

tinct, and removed from both the campus and the city. Although the missionaries had

again participated in large part in the design of the house’s details and finishing, the

house departed from earlier campus buildings in its elaborate and coherent interiors,

Figure 4. Interior of the Study. Courtesy of American University of Beirut Libraries & Special
Collection, Moore Photograph Collection.
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and the consistency with which the missionaries chose their materials—timber inside,

and stone outside—to denote separation and difference.

Timber as Monumental Architectural Expression

The conceptual bases and design process of Marquand House were pushed further in

the next building, the College chapel, built through a significant donation from

Marquand’s son-in-law, Elbert Monroe. Having consolidated its position in Beirut, and

gained increasing recognition within its American milieu, by 1890 the SPC had inte-

grated the parallel evolution of American philanthropic, collegiate, and architectural

culture.53 The chapel’s design synthetized two decades of architectural experimentation

with imported timber and local stone, and reflected the growth of scientific technolo-

gies of specification and construction knowledge in the United States.54 Timber was

now put to use on a grander and more public scale than in all the previous buildings of

the SPC, shaping a dual moral and industrial enterprise.

The chapel, known as the Assembly Hall, was again designed by Post, who this time

provided a full set of detailed drawings and manufacturing specifications.55 Post pro-

posed a hybrid design that combined a clear Gothic Revival stone exterior with a

plainly ornamented Carpenter Gothic interior, achieving a more harmonious overall

result than in the first buildings (fig. 5). Although the missionaries had been tempted

Figure 5. Assembly Hall, 1890. SPC Catalogue of 1896. Courtesy of Andover-Harvard Theological
Library, Harvard Divinity School. ABCFM, Near East Records 1820–1965, bMS 1136.
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to approach this project haphazardly, as they had with earlier constructions, the con-

solidation of the College’s situation and its established donors demanded a different

strategy. Monroe wanted the chapel to be “worthy of the Institution and the cause, as

well as of the giver.”56 In this project, the stakes had changed from attracting locals.

The institution, its aims, as well as its funding were now firmly turned toward

American sources.

Despite this agenda, the chapel’s local context still had to be considered, once again

bringing up the racial and cultural distinctions expressed in earlier buildings. Dodge was

wary of fitting out the Assembly Hall “with the elegance of a first-class concert room or

opera house,” recalling his earlier thoughts on what a country “such as Syria” was worthy

of.57 This question was further complicated by the realization that the chapel would con-

stitute the primary space of communal assembly, for both teachers and students. How

was this building to simultaneously project the donor’s stature, and maintain hierarchical

distinctions within the same structure and space? These concerns were illustrated in a ser-

ies of letters that highlighted the racialized perspective of the missionaries and the political

nature of their architectural decisions. Dodge shared his thoughts with Bliss:

Why should such students have better seats than the Anglo-American congregation in
Beirut? It is a question whether they should have as good. I think the influence upon
the students themselves would be injurious, and I am confident what sensible travellers
would say. I ask the same question in relation to colored glass & leaded frame windows.
… Mr Monroe had a large chapel built at Hampton colored & Indian Institute (while
he was in Syria) & the architect put in fine seats & fixtures that have provoked the very
criticisms I have mentioned—He dreads any repetition of such a mistake.58

The necessary compromise was manifested in the internal composition and finishing

of the Assembly Hall. The chapel’s completed interior exhibited a plain Carpenter

Gothic character, with an arch-braced exposed structure composed of six cast-iron

arched trusses resting on stone corbels, holding up a three-sided paneled timber ceiling

(fig. 6). The purlins and planks lining the interior of the ceiling were sourced in the

lumber mills of PDCo, in a reddish southern yellow pine that lent the chapel a dark,

warm atmosphere.59 This timber interior was complemented by intricate woodwork

for the doors and windows in yellow pine, designed and manufactured in America

according to detailed working drawings.60 All the lumber pieces, along with one thou-

sand square meters of floor boards, sent by PDCo, “were marked with stencil-plate and

brush” in order to ensure their correct placement within the chapel.61 For the students,

350 plain, high-backed chairs were reluctantly sent by Dodge, and were complemented

by benches from the old chapel, which were repaired and stained to correspond in

color.62 In addition, eighteen special chairs were selected for the faculty, with one arm-

chair for the president, and were to be placed on the podium, thus clearly delineating

the intended hierarchies. Finally, Monroe commissioned and paid for a large organ,

which was shipped from England in 1892.

Once the chapel was finally completed, Dodge remarked that “the trouble and

expense of shipping the material and wood from here [had] been a painful experience,”

but he had gladly “sent all [he] could well spare from [their] American forests just

now.”63 Clearly timber, and more specifically, American timber, had held a special sig-

nificance for the project. Despite the considerable effort and cost of completing the
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chapel, the missionaries were pleased with their new building. The faculty sent letters

to Dodge and Monroe expressing “admiration at the architectural effect, the symmet-

rical proportions … and other beauties of this structure.”64

The completion of the Assembly Hall provided a new central space for the College,

in which preaching, ceremonies, speeches, commencement exercises, and student

assemblies now took place. But the striking timber interior of the chapel, its monumen-

tal exterior, and Carpenter Gothic proportions certainly appeared as radically different

to the students and local population, who regarded stone as the common material for

all scales of buildings, from the domestic to the public. The chapel’s dark and

“otherworldly” atmosphere, combined with the hierarchical distribution and arrange-

ment of seats around the podium would have contributed greatly to the sense of discip-

line and piety among the students.65

The chapel was also distinct from the religious and institutional architecture of

Ottoman Syria. It markedly departed, both in its interior and exterior expression, from

the Catholic Romanesque, Neo-Gothic, and Byzantine stone churches that abounded

in the region. It became the centerpiece of the SPC, recognized both within the campus

and beyond its bounds. High-ranking officials and College visitors were invited to visit

it upon entering the campus, illustrating its emblematic and symbolic importance.66

The chapel thus constituted an assertive and representative architectural object, clearly

affirming the anti-Catholic, evangelical character of the institution, and projecting

proudly the “commanding position” of the College to the city.67

Figure 6. Assembly Hall Interior, SPC Catalogue 1896. Courtesy of Andover-Harvard Theological
Library, Harvard Divinity School. ABCFM, Near East Records 1820–1965, bMS 1136.
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With regards to the evolution of the campus and timber’s role within it, the project

demonstrated the material’s versatility in combining economic advantages, advanced

structural and scientific technologies, and a new esthetic sensibility, alongside clearly

defined cultural and political aims. The chapel thus marked a clean break with earlier

rudimentary conceptions of architecture on the part of the institution, and with the ini-

tial muddled attempts at attraction through pretenses of integration. From here on,

architecture would gain a clearer, deliberate, and more representational role within the

missionaries’ vision, and begin to project more clearly and unapologetically an

American—and evangelical—environment.

Conclusion

As these short episodes have shown, the cultural or political value of timber is closely

tied to the specific historic context of its use. Shifting between structural, economic,

cultural and symbolic imperatives, the deployment of timber at the Syrian Protestant

College was neither inherently traditional nor modern. Nevertheless, within the par-

ticular context of this evangelical missionary college, “planting” its culture and know-

ledge in an Orient perceived to be in need of moral recovery, the use of timber held a

double connotation. It constituted, at the same time, the discursive basis on which

claims of scientific and cultural superiority were articulated, as well as the physical

material with which this American “garden” was constructed. While its combined theo-

logical, cultural, and industrial associations, for the missionaries, rendered this project

“American,” its multi-scalar deployment as a claim- and space-making technology

made it modern. Seen through this lens, the discursive deconstruction of local culture

within the campus, and its material and spatial reconstruction as an American environ-

ment, allows us to understand the construction of the Syrian Protestant College as a

modern imperial project.

Beyond the common architectural histories of missionary and colonial knowledge

transfer, adaptation, or exchange, the specificities of timber in this particular study

have illustrated the complexity of both the material potential of timber and of these

very transnational histories. Here, timber and architecture did not play static roles.

Rather, as the missionaries grew more confident of their project, and in parallel with

the evolution of architecture as a discipline in the United States, timber fulfilled a spe-

cific agenda within the missionaries’ political and spatial ambitions. Reflecting, in turn,

claims of structural efficiency, moral integrity, and combined cultural, religious, and

industrial superiority, timber was articulated first as structure, then as an interior, and

finally as a monumental architectural object and space. As I have argued, the specificity

and contingencies of the material were embedded in the multi-faceted associations it

held for the missionaries, at once theological, industrial, economic, and cultural.

Timber’s complex role within these histories underpinned its multi-layered character

in Beirut. Such a project might not have materialized in this way elsewhere; timber

thus inscribed the SPC into a distinctly American history, and reflected a particular

moment in the elaboration of both the nation and its architectural culture. By delineat-

ing what constituted an American architectural project in this period, the use of timber

at the College shows that America’s relationship with the Middle East was deeply
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entangled with its dual religious and industrial history. Within this history, Beirut’s

Syrian Protestant College represented a first frontier.
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